
INTERNAL SECURITY

Chapter 1
Left wing extremism

India’s remarkable economic development in the last 30

years has earned it the tag of the fastest growing

democracy in the world. However, three major issues in

the country have threatened its advancement on the

international stage, its development and its national

unity.

These are: the Jammu and Kashmir conflict (as old as

independent India itself), the separatist movements in

the North Eastern states ( which date back to the early

1950s) and the Naxalite insurgency (which started in

West Bengal in the late 1960s).



In this chapter we will discuss in detail every aspects of

naxalism along with its cause and measures taken by

government.

Origin of naxalism

The origin of naxalism can be traced to naxalbari

uprising of 1967 where a group of of oppressed

peasants inspired by the communist ideology arose

against the feudal landlords in the village.

Though the incident was spontaneous but the

underlying cause of the incident need to be evaluated

properly. By 1967 , India was in its 20th years of



independence yet the colonial tenancy system which

India inherited post independence was still problematic.

As shown by the 1971 census nearly 60 % of the

population were landless.

While imprisoned in the mid-1960s, a man named

Charu Mazumdar wrote a set of nine essays that would

serve the basis for Naxalite ideology. Mazumdar was

born into a family of small landowners, but had risen in

the ranks of the CPI and later the CPI-M.

Frustrated by the failure of a communist takeover in

India, Mazumdar turned to the example

of the Chinese Communist Party. Not only did

Mazumdar denounce the revisionist turn of the

Soviet Union and the CPI as being the reason for the

failure of communism in India, he also

affirmed that the revolution in India must come from

the peasants in rural areas rather than

the working class - as it happened in China under the

leadership of Mao Zedong.

History of communist movement in India



The Communist party of India was formed in 1925

which consolidated the ideology of communism in the

South Asian region . It aimed at a proletariat led

national revolution against the Imperial power.

This ideology attracted youth in a large number

because of failure of non cooperation movement .

The idea of class struggle and its success in Russia, also

a flamed youth but due to British oppression and

Gandhi charismatic leadership, the ideology enjoyed a

little support.

Post independence the CPI has established strong

presence in the region around Telangana because of

Telangana movement where land was redistributed

among the landless between 1946 to 1951.

Because of different interpretation of socialism and

communism communist parties kept on disintegrating

into number of regional parties. Some felt the necessity

to give up arms, while others believed that abandoning

the struggle would discredit the CPI in the eyes of the

peasantry. The leadership was hence divided; some

members opted to surrender while others continued the

armed struggle.



Background

A number of Left Wing Extremist outfits have been

operating in certain remote and poorly connected

pockets of the country for a few decades now. In a

significant development in 2004, the People’s War (PW),

then operating in Andhra Pradesh, and the Maoist

Communist Centre of India (MCCI), then operating in

Bihar and adjoining areas, merged to form the CPI

(Maoist) Party. The CPI (Maoist) Party, is the major Left

Wing Extremist outfit responsible for a majority of

incidents of violence and killing of civilians and security

forces and has been included in the Schedule of

Terrorist Organizations along with all its formations and

front organizations under the Unlawful Activities

(Prevention) Act, 1967. The CPI (Maoist) philosophy of

armed insurgency to overthrow the Government is

unacceptable under the Indian Constitution and the

founding principles of the Indian State. The Government

has given a call to the Left Wing Extremists to abjure

violence and come for talks. This plea has been rejected



by them, since they believe in violence as the means to

capture State power. This has resulted in a spiraling

cycle of violence in some parts of India. The poor and

the marginalized sections like the tribal are bearing the

brunt of this violence. Many well-meaning liberal

intellectuals fall prey to the Maoist propaganda without

understanding the true nature of Maoist insurgency

doctrine which glorifies violence and believes in

adopting the military line to capture power. Between

2004 to 2020, 8380 people have been killed by the LWE

in different parts of India. The majority of the civilians

killed are tribal’s, often branded as ‘Police informers’

before being brutally tortured and killed. In fact, the

tribal and the economically underprivileged sections,

whose cause the Maoists claim to espouse, have been

the biggest victims of the So-called ‘protracted peoples

war’ of the CPI (Maoist) against the Indian state.

The Dynamics Of Maoist Insurgency:

Some sections of the society, especially the younger

generation, have romantic illusions about the Maoists,

arising out of an incomplete understanding of their

ideology. The central theme of Maoist ideology is



violence. The Maoist insurgency doctrine glorifies

violence as the primary means to overwhelm the existing

socio-economic and political structures. The Peoples

Liberation Guerilla Army (PLGA), the armed wing of CPI

(Maoist), has been created with this purpose in mind. In

the first stage of the insurgency, the PLGA resorts to

guerrilla warfare, which primarily aims at creating a

vacuum at the grass-roots level of the existing

governance structures. This is achieved by killing lower-

level government officials, police-personnel of the local

police stations, the workers of mainstream political

parties and the people's representatives of the

Panchayati Raj system. After creating a political and

governance vacuum, they coerce the local population to

join the movement. A strident propaganda is also carried

out against the purported and real inadequacies of the

existing state structure. In areas under Maoist

domination, the absence of governance becomes a self-

fulfilling prophecy since the delivery systems are

extinguished through killings and intimidation. This is

the first step in the strategy of the Maoists to seek to

control the countryside.

In the meanwhile, many Front Organizations are

created to facilitate mass-mobilization in semi-urban and



urban areas through ostensibly democratic means. Most

of the Front organization are led by well-educated

intellectuals with a firm belief in the Maoist insurgency

doctrine. These ideologues function as masks to cover

the violent nature of the CPI (Maoist) ideology. They also

form the propaganda/disinformation machinery of the

party.

They stridently take up issues like ‘displacement of

tribals’, ‘corporate exploitation’, ‘human rights violations’

by security forces etc. and often make fantastic claims in

this regard which get reported even by the mainstream

media. The Front Organizations also skilfully use state

structures and legal processes to further the Maoist

agenda and weaken the enforcement regime. The

important functions of these Organisations include

recruitment of ‘professional revolutionaries’, raising funds

for the insurgency, creating urban shelters for

underground cadres, providing legal assistance to

arrested cadres and mass- mobilisation by agitating over

issues of relevance/ convenience. The Front

Organisations aim to provide short-term democratic

subterfuge to cover-up the totalitarian and oppressive

nature of the Maoist ideology. The CPI (Maoist) also

have a strategic game-plan to create a ‘United Front’



with all like-minded insurgent/terrorist outfits in India. It

needs to be remembered that many of these outfits are

supported by external forces inimical to India and the

CPI (Maoist) consider such alliances as strategic assets.

In a nutshell, the CPI (Maoist), the main LWE outfit in

India, aims to overthrow the existing democratic state

structure with violence as their primary weapon, and

mass mobilization and strategic united fronts as

complementary components and plans to usher in So-

called ‘New Democratic Revolution’ in India.





Causes of naxalism

Social causes

 Violation of human rights

 Encroachment of land and forced eviction

 Disruption of traditional tribal rights

 Poor land acquisition policy



Economic causes

 Unemployment

 Poverty

 infrastructre deficit

 Poor health infrastructure

Governance deficit

 Poor implementation of schemes

 Corruption

 Unsatisfactory local government

Political causes

 Nexus between local leaders , politicians , police and

naxals

 The forest act 1980 deprives tribals of their rights

 Poor implementation of Recognition of Forest Rights

act 2006.

 Issues with respect proper implementation of 5th

schedule



GOVERNMENT FIGHT AGAINST NAXALISM

IN ORDER TO CONTROL NAXAL VIOLENCE

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED LEFT WING EXTREMISM

DIVISION WITHIN THE HOME MINISTRY.

About The Division

This Division was created w.e.f. October 19, 2006. The

LWE Division implements security related schemes

aimed at capacity building in the LWE affected States.

The Division also monitors the LWE situation and

counter-measures being taken by the affected States.

The LWE Division coordinates the implementation of

various development schemes of the

Ministries/Departments of Govt. of India in LWE affected

States. The States of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Odisha,

Bihar, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana,

Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and

Kerala are considered LWE affected, although in varying

degrees.



Role And Functions Of The Division

 Capacity building of States to combat LWE though

schemes of Ministry of Home Affairs like Security

Related Expenditure (SRE) scheme, Special

Infrastructure Scheme, Special Central Assistance etc.

 Deployment of Central Armed Police Forces(CAPFs) in

LWE affected States.

 Providing funds to the CAPFs for strengthening of

infrastructure/Helicopters/civic action etc.

 Reviewing the security situation in the LWE affected

States and issuing advisories to the State

Governments concerned.

 Providing assistance to State Governments for

initiatives to combat LWE in the form of funds for

items of emergent nature.

 Coordinating implementation of LWE related

Schemes of other Central Ministries for LWE affected

Districts.



ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE DIVISION

Government's Approach and Action Plan to deal with

LWE

As per Seventh Schedule of the Constitution of India,

subjects of 'Police' and 'Public Order' are with the State

Governments. The Government of India has been

supplementing the efforts of States affected by Left

Wing Extremism. The Government of India has adopted

an integrated and a holistic approach to deal with the

Left Wing Extremist (LWE) insurgency by addressing the

areas of security, development and promoting good

governance simultaneously. To achieve this, a National



Policy and Action Plan has been put in place that

adopts a multi-pronged strategy in the areas of security,

development, ensuring rights and entitlements of local

communities

Simultaneously, focused attention is also paid to

development. The Government of India has launched

special schemes for improving the basic infrastructure

like road and telecom connectivity, and skill upgradation

etc. Besides, the implementation of the Forest Rights

Act, especially the provisions pertaining to allotment of

title deeds to individuals and communities is also an

area of priority. To give further impetus, funds are

provided for filling critical infrastructure gaps in public

infrastructure and services which are of urgent nature

under Special Central Assistance (SCA) scheme for the

most affected LWE districts.

Resolute implementation of the National Policy and

Action Plan by the government has resulted in

significant improvement in the Left Wing Extremism

scenario across the country. The last six years have seen

a significant decline in LWE violence as well as the

geographical spread of LWE. The declining trend which

started in 2011 continues in 2019 as well. There has

been an overall 41% reduction in violent incidents (1136



to 670) and 49% reduction in LWE related deaths (397

to 202) in 2019 as compared to 2013. In comparison to

2018 also, the year 2019 saw a decline of 19% (833 to

670) in incidents of violence and 15% in the number of

resultant deaths (240 to 202). The casualties to Security

Forces declined by 22% (67 to 52) and the number of

LWE cadres eliminated also declined by 35% (225 to

145). At the same time, the developmental outreach by

the Government of India has seen a large number of

LWE cadres shunning the path of violence and returning

to the mainstream.

In 2019, Chhattisgarh with 263 incidents and 77 deaths,

remains the worst affected State followed by Jharkhand

(200 incidents and 54 deaths), Maharashtra (66 incidents

and 34 deaths), Bihar (62 incidents and 17 deaths), and

Odisha (45 incidents and 11 deaths).

The underlying philosophy is to enhance the capacity of

State Governments to tackle the LWE menace in a

concerted manner.The overall improvement in the LWE

scenario can be attributed to greater presence and

increased capacity of the Security Forces across the LWE

affected States, better operational strategy and better

monitoring of development schemes in affected areas.



The State-wise break up of LWE violence profile is

given in the table below.

The geographical spread of LWE violence has also been

shrinking considerably. In 2019, LWE violence was

reported from 241 Police stations (Pss) in 61 districts

spread across 9 States as compared to 291 PSs in 58

districts spread over 9 States in 2013. The arc of

violence has been considerably restricted with just 30

districts accounting for 83% of the LWE violence. The



Communist Party of India (Maoist) continues to be the

most potent among the various LWE outfits in the

country and accounted for more than 87% of total LWE

violent incidents and resultant deaths. Amidst increasing

reverses, the CPI (Maoist) has been making efforts to

expand to new areas along inter-State borders without

any significant success.

With the Maoists forced to remain on the back-foot in

most of the States, it is time to consolidate the gains in

order to end this menace once and for all.

Naxalism in india - a state wise analysis



Chhattisgarh

Chhattisgarh is the epicentre of Maoist insurgency in

India. At their pinnacle, the Naxalites had influence

over18 districts in the state, out of a total 27. The

40,000-sq-km Bastar region—made up of the

Dantewada, Bijapur, Narayanpur, Bastar and Kanker

districts—became the nerve centre of Maoist militancy

in India.

Nearly 25,000 sq km of Bastar (including Abujmar, the

Maoist citadel of the so-called Red Corridor) are

believed to be intensively mined by Maoists.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/this-region-in-india-doesnt-exist-on-map-has-no-govt-administration/articleshow/63248101.cms?from=mdr
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/naxalism-maoist-attacks-home-minstry-modi-govt-national-policy-and-action-plan-5140028/


Jharkhand

At their height in Jharkand in the late 2000s, the rebels

had a sway in as many as 20 districts across the state.

The Jharkhand government formed a special force (the

Jharkhand Jaguar modeled after the Greyhounds of

Andhra Pradesh) to lead the anti-Naxal operations. The

state government also framed a unique surrender policy

for Naxalites.

Together with central forces, the state

launched Operation Anaconda to weed out Maoists

from Saranda and succeeded in 2011.

In the last few years, the number of Maoist-related

violence—reaching its peak in 2013 with 480 incidents—

has declined to 53 in 2018.

There has also been a high number of rebels who

surrendered — as many as 108 in 2018 alone.

West Bengal

By early 2000s, the CPI-Maoists had spread over as

many as 18 districts of the state.

https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/maoist/data_sheets/arrsurrender.htm


The government changed the piecemeal approach of

the Left government and adopted a three-

pronged counter-insurgency strategy. First, the

government overhauled the security strategy by setting

up an elite police team to pursue the rebel leaders.

Second, they offered a surrender and rehabilitation

package to the rebels, promising jobs and

entrepreneurial opportunities to those who would

surrender. The third and perhaps most critical element

of the campaign was in the form of comprehensive

confidence-building measures with the people living in

the Maoist-infested Jangalmahal region comprising the

districts of Purulia, West Midnapore and Bankura.

From a peak of 425 Maoist-related violent incidents in

2010 the number came down to zero by the end of

2018. According to a report issued by the state

government, more than 250 Maoists have surrendered

before the state police between 2014 and 2018. There is

one district, Jhargram, that remains categorized as

“highly affected” by the insurgency.

Odisha

In the late 2000s, the Maoist influence stretched over 22

of the 30 districts of Odisha. The hotspots of Maoist

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/what-mamata-banerjee-did-right-to-wipe-out-maoist-violence-in-west-bengal/story-tq1GX8PGGHBKVoxjGzvVKJ.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/what-mamata-banerjee-did-right-to-wipe-out-maoist-violence-in-west-bengal/story-tq1GX8PGGHBKVoxjGzvVKJ.html
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/maoist/data_sheets/Fatality_West_Bengal.htm
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/centre-removes-44-districts-from-list-of-maoist-hit-areas/articleshow/63787192.cms


activities were the most backward and forested, mineral-

rich districts with huge adivasi populations—i.e., Koraput,

Malkanagiri, Nabarangapur, Rayagada, Gajapati,

Kandhmal and Ganjam and Keonjhar.

The insurgents also fuelled protests against several

mega projects on the issues of land acquisition and

mining rights, particularly in the recent Niyamgiri and

POSCO projects.

Fortifing the police stations, gave police officers

rigorous training, and announced a suitable incentive

package to police personnel involved in anti-Maoist

operations. Importantly, thousands of tribal youth from

the insurgency-affected areas were recruited as Special

Police Officers (SPOs). The State also opened a training

school in each of the seven police ranges,

supplemented by 17 battalions of Central forces

stationed in key Naxal-affected districts.

Over time, Odisha achieved significant progress in

managing Left-wing extremism especially in the mineral-

rich regions.

Bihar

http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/maoists-express-solidarity-with-posco-movement/809839
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/maoist/timelines/2016/orissa.htm


The Maoists in Bihar enjoyed widespread

support among the poor and oppressed classes and

carried out their agenda through various means. What

sustained the insurgency was Bihar’s failed land reform.

The government initiated a number of steps including

the creation of Special Task Force as well as a Special

Auxiliary Police for counter-insurgency. The state

government revamped its surrender and rehabilitation

policy to make it more attractive for insurgents to lay

down their arms.

What has perhaps yielded the most significant results

was a series of development and good-governance

measures adopted by the government.

Maharashtra

Maoists currently hold influence, districts of Gadchiroli

and Gondia, which have areas contiguous with the

Dandakaranya region of Chhattisgarh.

Compared to several other Maoist-affected states,

Maharashtra has responded with measures comprising

both security and developmental components. For

example, the State has launched major offensive

https://www.jstor.org/stable/4416471?seq=1
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4416471?seq=1


operations against the Maoists in the Gadchiroli-

Chhattisgarh-Andhra border.

The state has created a district-level force, the C-60

commando, which has done commendable work.

Similarly, the government has put in place a Surrender

and Rehabilitation Policy to encourage Maoist cadres to

re-join society.

Steps taken by government to control naxalism

 The CPI (Maoist) which is the major Left Wing

Extremist organization responsible for most incidents

of violence/casualties, has been included in the

Schedule of Terrorist Organizations, along with all its

formations and front organizations under the existing

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967.

 Several steps have been taken to strengthen and

upgrade the capabilities of intelligence agencies at

the Central and State level. This includes intelligence

sharing through Multi Agency Centre (MAC) at the

Central level and State Multi Agency Centre (SMAC)

at the State level on a 24x7 basis. Other steps taken



to strengthen the intelligence mechanism include

setting up of Joint Command and Control Centre at

Jagdalpur and Gaya, strengthening of technical and

human intelligence, better cooperation amongst the

Security Forces, district police and intelligence

agencies, thrust on generation of real time

intelligence and creation/ strengthening of State

Intelligence Bureaus (SIBs) in the LWE affected States.

 The area of operations of CPI (Maoist) cadres is not

confined to a single State but is spread over several

States. Therefore, better inter-State coordination at

various levels on a number of aspects is essential.

The Government of India has taken a number of

steps to improve interState meetings and interactions

between the bordering districts of LWE affected

States

 Majority of casualties to security forces in anti-LWE

operations are caused by IEDs. The Ministry of Home

Affairs continues to support extensive counter-IED

capacity building efforts of CAPFs Better Inter-State

Coordination:



 The Ministry of Home Affairs has also issued a

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on 'Issues

related to Explosives/IEDs/ Landmines in LWE

Affected Areas' and circulated to all stakeholders to

promote best practices in IED Management.

 The Left Wing Extremism affected States have been

sanctioned India Reserve (IR) Battalions, mainly to

strengthen security apparatus at their level and also

to enable the States to provide gainful employment

to youth, particularly in the LWE affected areas. 56

India Reserve (IR) Battalions were sanctioned to 10

LWE affected States of which 45 have been raised. In

addition, Government has sanctioned raising of 10

new Specialized India Reserve Battalions (SIRB) in the

LWE States

The following Schemes are being implemented by the

MHA in LWE affected areas:

 Security Related Expenditure (SRE) Scheme:

The Government of India reimburses the LWE affected

State Governments the security related expenditure

incurred on ex-gratia payment to the families of civilian/

security forces killed in LWE violence, training and



operational needs of security forces, The SRE Scheme

would enhance the capacity of LWE affected States to

fight the LWE menace. 367.26 crore have been released

in 2019-20.

 Special Infrastructure Scheme

The scheme approved in 2017 is being implemented for

strengthening of the State Intelligence Branches (SIBs)

and Special Forces of the States .

 Fortified Police Stations Scheme: The scheme

approved in 2010 is being implemented to assist the

State governments in constructing or strengthening

of 400 Fortified Police Stations.

 Civic Action Programme (CAP) - Under this

Scheme, financial grants are provided to the Central

Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) to undertake various

welfare activities in the LWE affected areas.



 Special Central Assistance (SCA) - (For most LWE

affected districts) Under the scheme funds are

provided to the State to fill the critical gaps in public

infrastructure and services, which are of emergent

nature and require immediate action.

 Assistance to Central Agencies for LWE Management

Scheme (ACALWEMS)- Under the scheme funds are

provided to the CAPFs/Central agencies for hiring of

helicopters by CRPF, payment of bills pertaining to

air-lift provided by Indian Air Force for counter LWE

operations, and for infrastructure support to CAPFs.

 For ensuring faster and speedy development in the

LWE affected States, the Ministry of Environment,

Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) has extended

the limit of the general approval under Section 2 of

the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 for diversion of

forest land upto 40 hectares for creating

infrastructure of 14 categories relating to schools,

dispensaries/hospitals, electrical and

telecommunication lines, drinking water projects,

water/rain harvesting structures, minor irrigation



canals, non-conventional sources of energy, skill

upgradation/vocational training center, rural roads.

 The Government of India has been implementing

Road Requirement Plan (RRP-I) since 26.02.2009 for

improving road connectivity in 34 LWE affected

districts of 8 States namely, Andhra P r a d e s h , T e l a

n g a n a , B i h a r , Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya

Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha and Uttar Pradesh.

 The Government of India has approved a Centrally

Sponsored Scheme namely “Road Connectivity

Project for Left Wing Extremism Affected Areas”

(RCPLWEA) on 28.12.2016 to improve the rural road

connectivity in the most LWE affected districts. The

Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) is the

sponsoring Ministry of the Project.

 In order to address connectivity issues in LWE areas,

a scheme for installation of Mobile Towers is being

implemented by the Department of

Telecommunication, Ministry of Communications.

 Under the provision of The Scheduled Tribes and

Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of



Forest Rights) Act, 2006, 16,04,570 title deeds have

been distributed to individuals and communities to

ensure their livelihood and food security, and protect

their rights on the forest land in 10 LWE affected

States.

 The Government of India has been implementing two

schemes, namely, 'Skill Development in 47 LWE

affected districts' and 'Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas

Yojana (PMKVY)', for creating infrastructure and

providing employment linked skill training to youths

in LWE affected areas.

 Department of School Education & Literacy (DoSEL),

Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD)

has opened 7 new Kendriya Vidyalayas (KVs) and 6

new Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas (JNVs) in the most

LWE affected districts, which did not have KVs/JNVs.

4 new KVs have been sanctioned, which will be

opened shortly

The SAMADHAN scheme

Presiding over a review meeting of the states affected

by Left-Wing Extremism in 2017,then Union Home



Minister Rajnath Singh announced a new strategy

against the Maoists—

S-smart leadership,

A-aggressive strategy,

M-motivation and training,

A-actionable intelligence,

D-dashboard-based KPIs (key performance indicators)

and KRAs (key result areas),

H-harnessing technology,

A-action plan for each theatre and

N-no access to financing.

Reasons for maoists hold despite government actions

 Public support

 Skillfull use of IEDs, LMG, AK 47

 Geographic advantages (knowledge of terrain)

 Ideologically attracts a large number of youth



 With their injustice-narrative, they can rally people to

their cause. By providing services to marginalized

people, they attempt to establish some form of

legitimacy.

 issues of exploitation ,inadequate employment

opportunities, artificially low wages, geographic

isolation and lack of land reforms are reality

 The CPI (Maoist) has developed close fraternal ties

with Northeast insurgent groups like the

Revolutionary People’s Front, People’s Liberation

Army of Manipur, Nationalist Socialist Council of

Nagaland and United Liberation Front of Assam.

Funding

There is little concrete evidence that would suggest a

steady flow of external funding for the CPI-Maoists.

Rather, as outlined in the document ‘Our Financial

Policy’ adopted at the CPIMaoists’ 9th Unity Congress in

2007, the sources of funding come from membership

fees and contributions, extortion and confiscation of



wealth and income of the enemy and ‘revolutionary

taxes’. These funds aim to cater to three main economic

needs: war expenditures, propaganda and the people.

As such, the Maoists have established an elaborate and

strict tax collection system. However, extortion and

racketeering conducted by the Maoists does not only

affect individuals, who could see their property burnt or

even lose their lives over refusing to contribute to the

cause, but also corporations. Evidence suggests that

some businesses operating in Maoist areas pay a tax in

order to avoid attacks. This method of extortion

highlights hypocrisy on behalf of the Maoists, and also

causes a risk to these companies as they could be

prosecuted for terror financing. Recently, some reports

have also emerged linking Naxalites to organised crime.

For the insurgents to sustain their activities in the face

of India’s increased counter-insurgency tactics, it would

make sense that the Maoists have had have to evolve

and orientate itself towards deeper organised crime

networks.

Recents incidents of naxal violence



In april 2021 22 security personnel lost their lives in

Chhattisgarh's Bijapur Naxal attack on Saturday.

In April 2017, a total of 26 CRPF personnel were killed

and eight others injured during an encounter that took

place at the Burkapal-Chintagufa area in the middle of

the Maoist violence-hit south Bastar area in Chattisgarh.



In March 2017, 12 CRPF jawans were killed in a Maoist

attack in insurgency-hit Sukma district in Chhattisgarh.

The attack was an ambush. After killing the jawans, the

Maoists stole 10 weapons from the dead troopers and

detonated an IED explosive.

Way forward

The Government of India has been addressing the

menace holistically by adopting a multi pronged

approach and the results have been encouraging. The



LWE theatre has witnessed a consistent decline in

violence and considerable shrinkage in geographical

spread in the last 5 years. The Government believes

that maoists do not want root causes like

underdevelopment to be addressed in a meaningful

manner, since they resort to targeting school buildings,

roads, railways, bridges, health infrastructure,

communication facilities etc. in a major way. By

attacking development and infrastructure projects,

Naxalites directly impede the development of India’s

economy, while themselves perpetuating the cycle of

poverty of rural populations.They wish to keep the

population in their areas of influence marginalized, to

perpetuate their outdated ideology. Consequently, the

process of development has been set back by decades

in many parts of the country under LWE influence. This

needs to be recognized by the civil society and the

media to build pressure on the Maoists to eschew

violence, join the mainstream and recognize the fact

that the socio-economic and political dynamics and

aspirations of 21st Century India are far removed from

the Maoist world-view.Moreover Democracy is all about

engagement, talks, discussion and deliberations. All

stakeholders must engage in a constructing discussions,

maoists should be persuaded to surrender but most



importantly any threats to unity and integrity of india

must be addressed within the stringent provisions of

law of land.

Practice questions

1. Examine the efforts of the governments to curb

naxalism.

2. Discuss the impact of non implementation of the

provisions of 5th schedule on the growth of left wing

extremism.

3. It has been more than 50 years of government fights

against naxalism, yet naxalism posses the greatest

threat to internal security. Critically Analyse the

statement in light of recent naxal attacks.

Case study

Sonalika singh a newly appointed DC of a naxal hit

district in jharkhand. The moaists have been

continuously disrupting the development projects in the

region.Assuming yourself at the post of D.C. Analyse the



options available with you and also craft your own

strategy to overcome the issue.

Think yourself -

Should army be used against the fight against naxalism.



Naxalism

Introduction

Causes

History

Different phases

Economic

Unemployment

Poverty

Infrastructure deficit

Social

Human rights violations

Land encroachment and 
Forced eviction

Disruption of 
Tribal rights

Poor land
Acquisition policy

Governance

Political

Nexus between politicians, naxals police

Poor schemes implementation

Corruption

Unsatisfactory local government

Land laws

Implementation issues with respect to
5th schedule and FRA 2006

Most Affected states

Chhattisgarh

Jharkhand

West Bengal

Odisha

Bihar

Maharashtra

Government initiatives

Uapa act

SRE Scheme

Special infrastructure scheme

Civic action program

Connectivity schemes

Subtopic

SAMADHAN 
INITIATIVE

Smart leadership

Aggressive strategy

Motivation and training

Actionable intelligence

Dashboard based KPI

Harnessing technology

Action plan for each theatre

No access to financing

CPI Maoist  is major LWE Outfit

Ideology

Origin- 1967

Naxalbari village
In west bengal

Leadership of Charu Majumder

Inspired from Maoism.

Power flows from barrel of gun

Use of violence to capture power

Internal security


